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number 4 the (south) american dream: mobility and economic outcomes of first- and second-generation
immigrants recent findings of research in economic & social history - of social policy, but only recently in the
history of childhood and youth, namely that the evolution of social policy cannot be interpreted simply in terms of
altruism and a linear progress. moving the social: journal of social history and the ... - moving the social:
journal of social history and the history of social movements (mts) is an international and peer-reviewed journal,
based at the institute for social movements (isb) of ruhr-universitÃƒÂ¤t bochum the journal of economic history
the journal of economic ... - the journal of economic history vol. x may i950 no. i the patent controversy in the
nineteenth century* t he patent system has lately been subjected to investigations by committees of congress, and
reforms have been proposed to meet some of the most serious criticisms. in recent publications commenting on
these discussions it has been suggested that opposition to the patent system is a new ... journal of monetary
economics - elsevier - the journal of monetary economics publishes important research contributions to a wide
range of modern macroeconomic topics including work along empirical, methodological and theoretical lines. the
journal of african history http://journalsmbridge ... - expand economic and social inequality. a postwar vision
of modernization prevailed in social and academic affairs, all the way to the s. this conceptualization divided the
world into societies, then divided societies into the traditional and modern. modern societies, typically led by
self-conscious elites, were seen to encourage economic investment and educational advance. traditional ... the
supply and demand of economic history: recent trends ... - notes: total pages equals the number of pages ever
published in the journal of economic history, explorations in economic history , the economic history review , or
the european review of economic history by faculty affiliated with each universityÃ¢Â€Â™s department of
economics in spring 2002. the impact of the first world war on british society ... - tion economic and social
history of the great war - of which, finally, twenty-four volumes were published in the british series (oxford,
1919-34), with 'economic' firmly taking precedence over
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